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What are coupled GCMs good for?

1. They show ramifications of integrated sets of hypotheses.
- ENSO arises from interactions of numerous nonlinear feedbacks.

- Often the devil is in the details; models provide quantitative solutions.

3. Enable seasonal-to-decadal forecasts and future projections.
- Alternate futures, with quantified uncertainties attributable to intrinsic variability.

2. Permit data assimilation to integrate diverse, sparse obs.
- Allows us to reconstruct past climate variations.

- Directly confronts models/hypotheses with measurements → “increments”

6. Used properly, they can aid understanding.
- Test & cull hypotheses; predict emergent phenomena; target new observations.

4. Aid detection & attribution of past climate changes.
- Alternate pasts, with suppressed forcings & feedbacks.

5. Provide a detailed look at “Earth-like” climate systems.
- Long runs, large ensembles → statistical significance.

- Comprehensive & continuous view of every modelled variable.
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Coupled General Circulation Models (CGCMs)

aim to integrate all of these processes.

GFDL-CM2.1 simulation

GFDL-CM2.6 simulation

Global ocean, atmosphere, land, ice, chemistry, biology, vegetation.

Ever-increasing resolution.  But still many parameterized processes.



Parameterized air-sea interaction processes

Jayne Doucette,

WHOI Graphics



Model Biases



CMIP5 multi-model time-mean SST bias

Santoso et al. (BAMS 2019)

20-model mean for CMIP5 historical runs, relative to ERSST.v5.
SST contours are for obs (black) and models (purple).

Stippling: at least 90% of models have bias of same sign.



Double-peaked El Niño SSTAs

If warm pool is too far west, we get

more double-peaked El Niños with

western peaks that are farther west.

Composite El Niño in CMIP5 models

(equatorial SSTA)

obs warm pool edge
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Present-day simulations show

fewer double-peaked El Niños

than pre-industrial.

Graham et al. (CD 2017)



Ham & Kug (JC 2015)

CMIP5 rainfall responses to ENSO

DJF regressions on

NINO3.4 SSTA.

Obs show eastward & 

equatorward shift of deep 

convection during El Niño.

Obs



Ham & Kug (JC 2015)

CMIP5 rainfall responses to ENSO

DJF regressions on

NINO3.4 SSTA.

Obs show eastward & 

equatorward shift of deep 

convection during El Niño.

ECT cold SST bias → 

many model responses

are too far west along

the equator.

“Horseshoe” shape.

Obs



Ham & Kug
(JC 2015)

CMIP5: ENSO response patterns linked to mean state

warmer ECT

weaker trades

wetter equator

…goes with improved 

background ECT.

Improved El Niño

anomaly response...

rainfall

u
850
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Leading mode
of inter-model 

variation in
rain response.

Eastward
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shift of El Niño 
rain/wind/SST 
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...linked to
warmer ECT.



Ham & Kug
(JC 2015)

CMIP5: SSTA zonal propagation linked to mean state

Warmer-ECT
models show less 

westward 
propagation

of equatorial SSTAs.

May be due to a 
weaker westward 

SEC, or weaker
dT/dx & dT/dz

curbing zonal & 
Ekman feedbacks

relative to the 
thermocline 
feedback.

Colder-ECT

models

Warmer-ECT

modelsObs



Modeling Progress



CGCM progress over the past 13 years
Since the 1st von Humboldt Conference on ENSO (Guayaquil 2005).  2nd (2010), 3rd (2014), 4th (2018).

1. Virtually all CMIP-class CGCMs now have a recognizable ENSO.
- A major target of model development.

5. Ocean/atmosphere grid refinements have helped a lot.
- Enabled by faster computers.

- Often reduce mean biases, improve ENSO teleconnections & extremes.

- But require careful retuning & additional development.

2. Improved ENSO amplitude, spectrum, and spatial diversity.
- But substantial biases and inter-model differences remain.

3. Most models now capture the dominant ENSO mechanisms.
- But often not the right balance, and next-order feedbacks are missed.

4. Improvements have been incremental and hard-won.
- Comprehensive models target multiple phemonena & scientific questions.

- Finite resources → force compromises during development/tuning.



Model-Analog Forecasts

Use SST & SSH from long control runs as synthetic “libraries” of ENSO evolution.
SSTA correlation skill at 6mo lead, for 15-member analog ensembles.

In the equatorial Pacific, analogs outperform the NMME initialized forecasts!

Ding et al. (JC 2018)



Survey of modeling centers
10 responses: GFDL, NCAR, CCCma, UKMO, CNRM, Kiel, CAWCR, INM, MRI, JAMSTEC/CCSR/Univ. Tokyo

1. What past developments most improved your ENSO simulations?
a. Atmospheric resolution & physics

- convective entrainment & momentum transport (off-equatorial wind stress response)

- deep & shallow convection and cloud schemes

- cloud-radiation interaction (high vs. low cloud feedbacks)

- resolve coastal winds & upwelling, topography, storm tracks & teleconnections

b. Ocean resolution
- meridional: slab ML → coarse dynamical ocean → 0.25°near equator (upwelling)

- vertical: 50m → 10m near surface

c. Ocean physics
- reduced vertical diffusivity

- reduced meridional viscosity (anisotropic, biharmonic)

- wave-induced mixing

d. Focus on seamless prediction (seasonal-to-decadal) → analysis synergies

e. Often hard to trace
- attribution usually after freezing the model, not during development

- not always systematically assessed

2. What are the most promising avenues for future development?
a. Reduce time-mean biases → improve ENSO patterns & feedbacks

b. Atmos physics: convection (deep & shallow), clouds, radiation
- eventual end of convective parameterization at high-res (as in weather models) – decades away?

c. Atmos resolution: intraseasonal variability (WWEs, MJO)

d. Ocean resolution: TIWs, transient mixing

e. Subdaily coupling & diurnal cycle
Informal email survey

(A. Wittenberg, April 2018)



Future changes in ENSO



“Average” CMIP5-projected changes in tropical Pacific climate

Reduced cold tongue SST contrast, shallower & more intense thermocline.
Weaker equatorial Walker circulation, more cyclonic curl(τ) near equator (mainly S. Hem.).

Weaker subsurface meridional overturning, stronger EUC.

Cai et al. (NCC 2015b)

Sen Gupta et al. (GRL 2012)



CMIP5 projections (PI, 1900-99, 2000-99)

Chen et al. (JC 2017)

NINO3.4 SSTA amplitudeMean NINO3.4 SST

All the models show significant mean warming in the 21st century.

But ENSO SSTAs weaken in some models, strengthen in others.

Most

models

are too
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Significant warming
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CMIP5 projections (PI, 1900-99, 2000-99)

Chen et al. (JC 2017)

No consensus on whether EP or CP El Niños will be more likely in the future.

But projected ENSO SSTAs do show more eastward propagation.

SSTA propagation directionSSTA peak longitude

Most models

have too many

CP events.

Strong intrinsic

variation, so most

changes are

not significant.
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CMIP5: Future changes in El Niño SST & rainfall anomalies

Most models project weaker
time-mean SST contrasts near the 

equatorial cold tongue (ECT).

El Niño rain anomalies strengthen
& shift eastward/equatorward.

Happens even when an AGCM sees 
only the mean SST changes,

without changing the SSTA pattern.

In most CGCMs, weaker
ENSO SSTAs offset some of

the eastward shift, but the
equatorward shift remains.

Power et al. (Nat. Commun. 2017)

CGCM rain anom change (CMIP5, RCP8.5 minus PIctrl)

AGCM rain anom change (ACCESS 1.0, no SSTA change)

CGCM SSTA change (CMIP5, RCP8.5 minus PIctrl)

see also:

Cai et al. (NCC 2014, 2015)

weaker

SSTAs



CMIP5: ENSO changes depend on intensity/duration of forcings

Huang (JC 2016, 2017);

Huang & Xie (NG 2015)

But large inter-model spread
and time/forcing dependence: 

ECT contrast and ENSO 
SSTAs might strengthen or 

weaken.

Most models show a 
weakening ECT; and

ENSO SSTAs shifting
toward central Pacific.

More robust: rain response 
strengthens, due to higher 

specific humidity.

Weaker ECT contrast also 
helps shift rain anomalies 

eastward & equatorward.



“Emergent Constraints”

for Future Changes



Can we extrapolate ENSO projections to reality?

weak 
ENSOs

?

Merryfield 
(JC 2006)

Vecchi & 
Wittenberg 
(WIREsCC 

2010)
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CMIP5 cloud feedback biases affect time-mean SST change

Equatorial cold SST biases in CGCMs

→ central EqPac convection too weak

→ SST warming less damped
by convective cloud shading

→ zonal wind convergence

→ trades weaken in west (warming),
strengthen in east (cooling)

→ warming drifts west, and
ΔSST is too La Niña-like

Explains 24% of inter-model
variance of ΔSST

(largest single factor).

Need obs constraints for
shortwave feedbacks!

Ying & Huang (JC 2016a)



CMIP5 ocean upwelling biases affect time-mean SST change

Equatorial cold SST bias

→ EqPac upwelling too strong

→ excessive ocean-dynamical 
thermostat in east

(where thermocline is shallow)

→ weakens SST warming in east,
as dT/dz intensifies in future

→ ΔSST is too La Niña-like

Explains 14% of inter-model
variance of ΔSST

(2nd-largest single factor).

Need obs constraints for
mean upwelling!

Ying & Huang (JC 2016b)

Weaker trades weaken the
ocean-dynamical cooling (ODC),
by diverse amounts in models.

Multiply by the future
stratification increase...

LN-like bias (strong upwelling)
means less ODC weakening,

and less EN-like change.

Culprit: diverse upwelling strengths!

Models with less ODC weakening...

... show less EN-like change.



Summary (1 of 2)

1. CGCMs remain essential tools.
a. Understanding, reanalyses, forecasts, projections, obs targeting...

3. …but ENSO simulations are gradually improving.
a. ENSO amplitude, spectrum, structure, mechanisms, teleconnections, impacts.

b. Refined grids (horizontal & vertical) have helped a lot.

c. Improved physics (convection, clouds, mixing) have helped too.

d. “Model-analogs” now sufficiently realistic to use directly as forecasts.

e. Further improvements await; background climate is key (FA results).

f. Both sustained/enhanced obs and process studies would help (TPOS2020).

2. Models still have important ENSO biases...
a. Double-peaked El Niño

b. Horseshoe-shaped rainfall response

c. SSTA propagation, weak seasonality

d. Biases can mask each other.
- ECT mean bias: Insufficient TIW-induced mixing near eq, excessive cyclonic curl off-eq.

- ENSO: Insufficient heat flux damping, excessive subsurface feedbacks.

- Masked biases could alter sensitivities to external forcings.



Summary (2 of 2)

4. Simulated ENSOs are decadally modulated...
a. There may be a strong, unpredictable intrinsic component.

b. Modulation interacts with decadal modes (PDO) & remote ocean basins.
- PMM a key mediator.

5. ...and can respond strongly to climate change.
a. ENSO’s changes are region-, time-, and forcing-dependent.

b. Hinge on changes in SST gradients.
- Cold tongue / warm pool / ITCZ contrasts.

- Warming of tropical Atlantic & Indian Oceans, relative to Pacific.

c. Some projected ENSO changes are robust among models:
- SSTAs increasingly favoring the central equatorial Pacific.

- More eastward propagation of SSTAs.

- Stronger rainfall anomalies.

- Eastward & equatorward-shifted rain response (especially during El Niño).

d. Other projected changes are not robust:
- Overall ENSO SSTA amplitude, frequency, diversity.

e. Emergent constraints: Infer real-world sensitivities from inter-model diversity.
- Models might underestimate El Niño-like mean change (and impacts on variability).

- But such a change has not yet manifested in the observations.

- Weak convective cloud shading feedback → too little damping of western warming.

- Excessive ECT upwelling → too much damping of eastern warming.



Reserve Slides



Delworth et al. (2012); Vecchi et al. (JC 2014); Jia et al. (JC 2015); Wittenberg et al. (JAMES subm.)

4x atm

4x ocn

2.5x ocn

OBS

ENSO improvements with increasing resolution



Seasonal synchronization of ENSO

Flux-adjusting SST & wind stress
synchronizes ENSO events

to the end of the calendar year,
and greatly improves the positive

skewness of NINO3 SSTAs.

Observed events (especially strong 
ones) tend to peak during Oct-Dec.

GFDL-FLOR CGCM's events
show little seasonal synchrony,
except for the strongest events.

And its cold events
are far too strong.

?

!



Epochs of unusual
ENSO behavior

All from a simulation with
unchanging forcings!

strong, skewed, long period,
eastward propagating
(1980s & late 1990s)

weak, biennial, “Modoki”
(early 1990s & 2000s)

regular, westward propagating
(1960s & 70s)

Wittenberg et al. (J. Climate, 2014)



Simulated historical SST trend: CMIP3 vs. CMIP5

Yeh et al. (JC 2012)

Averaged over 12 CGCM historical runs, 1950-2000.
Shift from “LN-like” to “EN-like” change near equator.  Resolution, aerosols, cloud feedbacks?



Observed & simulated mean/ENSO SST changes

Newman, Wittenberg, et al. (BAMS 2017)
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Observed & simulated mean/ENSO SST changes

Mean change is marginally detectable.  ENSO change, less so.

Newman, Wittenberg, et al. (BAMS 2017)



Ways Forward

1. Improve AGCM climatology & ENSO feedbacks
a. Moisture budget: tropical evap/rainfall; rainfall gradients

b. Surface fluxes: bulk formulae, skin temperature, diurnal cycle (TPOS2020)

c. Clouds & cloud-radiative feedbacks

d. Off-equatorial wind stress curl & response to ENSO (precip pattern, CMT)

3. Improve coupled interactions
a. Seasonal dT/dy in east Pacific (ENSO seasonality)

b. Coupled feedback diagnostics (need obs constraints!)

c. Subsurface flux adjustments (3D-FA)

d. Earth System Models: Impacts on fisheries, ecosystems, carbon

2. Improve OGCM climatology & ENSO feedbacks
a. Equatorial thermocline (mixing, solar penetration, diurnal cycle)

b. Resolve TIWs (critical during La Niña)

c. Mixed layer heat budget (TPOS-2020)

4. Opportunities!
a. Community efforts: CMIP, metrics frameworks

b. MMEs (forecasts, projections, perturbed physics) and LEs (D&A, extremes)

c. Seamless modeling: subseasonal to centennial, ESMs

d. Theory (stability indices) and statistical emulators (LIMs, model-analogs)

e. Observational constraints (TPOS2020, paleo)



1. Amplifiers
- stronger rainfall & wind stress responses to SSTAs

- intensified & shallower thermocline, shallower mixed layers

- weaker refresh (upwelling) of surface waters from below

- weaker SST-gradient “barrier” for equatorial shifts of convection

2. Dampers
- stronger evaporative & cloud-shading responses

- weaker upwelling -> surface less connected to thermocline

- smaller dynamic warm pool -> less room for warming

3. Ambiguous effects
- stronger intraseasonal wind variability?

- stronger WES feedbacks & PMM?

Guilyardi et al. (BAMS 2009); Vecchi & Wittenberg (WIREs CC 2010)

Collins et al. (Nature Geosci. 2010); DiNezio et al. (JC 2009; EOS 2010; JC 2012); Cai et al. (2014)

Ongoing activities with CLIVAR Working Groups,

D. Battisti, A. Atwood, M. Cane, C. Karamperidou, F.-F. Jin, J. Brown, F. Graham

Competing changes in ENSO feedbacks



CMIP5-projected future changes in time-mean relative SST

Huang & Ying (JC 2015)

Large inter-model diversity of responses.
Inter-model regression -> adjust for historical bias -> more El Niño-like change.

RCP8.5 (2081-2100) minus historical (1981-2000)



CMIP5 projections: Changes in mean & ENSO structure

Huang (JC 2017)

Robust:
Weaker equatorial cold tongue (ECT).

SSTAs shift toward central Pacific.
Rain anomalies strengthen,

and shift eastward & equatorward.

Not robust:
Change in ENSO SSTA amplitude.

Inter-model signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), for SST & rainfall changes (mean & ENSO).

ENSO SSTA amplitude change

ENSO SSTA structure change

mean SST change

ENSO rain anoms

(of historical structure)

(relative to historical structure)



CMIP5 changes in ENSO structure: SST & rainfall anomalies

Weaker SSTAs, stronger rain anomalies.

Future warmer mean cold tongue
→ rain anomalies shift east, esp. for EN

→ more ENSO rain asymmetry.

ENSO structure responds to changes
in the time-mean zonal SST gradient.

weaker

weaker

eastward shift

eastward shift

Huang & Chen (JC 2017)
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Wittenberg (U.S. CLIVAR Variations, 2015) CM2.1 simulation
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decadal variation, 

nonlinear sensitivity, 
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ENSO’s decadal-mean residual

Atwood et al. (Climate Dyn., 2017)

also Ogata et al. (2013),
Schopf & Burgman (2006),

Burgman et al. (2008)

Weak-ENSO epochs

Strong-ENSO epochs

Weak-ENSO epochs

Strong-ENSO epochs



Lin et al. (AAS 2018)

Warm

PDO

Cold

PDO

PDO & El Niño flavors/skewness:

Too weakly related in CMIP5 models

Big difference in obs Little difference in models



Lin et al. (AAS 2018)

Warm

PDO

Cold

PDO

PDO & La Niña flavors:

Too weakly related in CMIP5 models

Big difference in obs Little difference in models



Pacific Meridional Mode (PMM): An ENSO precursor

Mediated by off-equatorial winds & evaporation (WES feedback).

Propagates equatorward & westward to affect WWEs & ENSO.

CMIP5 models that capture this link get more TPDV (Furtado et al., AGU 2012).

Zhao & Di Lorenzo
(NG subm.)

Vimont et al. (GRL 2001)
Anderson (JGR 2003)

Alexander et al. (JC 2010)

L





ENSO modulation

Atwood et al.
(Climate Dyn., 2017)



Mixed-layer temperature anomaly equation

Key to understanding the influence of climate change on ENSO.

dominant

terms 

near

equator

weaker in future

stronger

in future



NDJ

1900-1945 1945-2013

NOAA ERSST.v3b

ENSO diversity in observations

U.S. CLIVAR Working Group on ENSO Diversity: Capotondi et al. (BAMS 2015)
Kug et al. (JC 2010); Graham et al. (CD 2017); Chen et al. (JC 2017); Atwood et al. (CD 2017)



CM2.1 simulation

NOAA ERSST.v3b

1900-1945 1945-2013

NDJ

ENSO diversity in observations & models

U.S. CLIVAR Working Group on ENSO Diversity: Capotondi et al. (BAMS 2015)
Kug et al. (JC 2010); Graham et al. (CD 2017); Chen et al. (JC 2017); Atwood et al. (CD 2017)



Di Lorenzo et al. (Oceanogr. 2013)

Pacific decadal interactions with ENSO

Random ENSO modulation + ML/RW reddening at higher latitudes.

PDO & NPGO might interact with ENSO flavors.

Are these open or closed loops?  Do these links imply predictability?

KOE =
Kuroshio-
Oyashio

Extension



ENSO predictions from April 2018

https://iri.columbia.edu/our-expertise/climate/forecasts/enso/current

http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/NMME

We seemed headed for a weak El Niño.

(Though in boreal spring, it was hard to know.)

Inter-model spread remains large → potential for improvement.

ensemble means individual ensemble members



LOAR1 SPEAR

GFDL coupled GCM development

hiFLOR
A: 0.25°x 0.25°x L32

O: 1°x 0.33°x L50

CM2.6
A: 0.5°x 0.5°x L32

O: 0.1°x 0.1°x L50

FLOR-FA
A: 0.5°x 0.5°x L32

O: 1°x 0.33°x L50

atm×4

ocn×10

CM2.1
A: 2.5°×2°×L24

O: 1°×0.33°×L50

FLOR
A: 0.5°×0.5°×L32

O: 1°×0.33°×L50

Corrected surface

climate

CMIP3 workhorse &

SI forecast model.

CMIP5:

ESM2M

ESM2G

CM3

CMIP6:

ESM4

“Forecast-oriented

Low Ocean Resolution”

(SI forecast model)

FLOR connects many of GFDL’s newest climate models,

and is used extensively for seasonal-to-interannual research and forecasts.

Decadal-to-centennial



Seasonal cycle of east Pacific SST & rainfall

FLOR overestimates dT/dy 
in the eastern equatorial 
Pacific during Jul-Nov.

Flux adjustment
weakens this dT/dy, 

aiding equatorial shifts of 
the ITCZ and extending 
ENSO through to Dec.

FA weakens equatorial deep 
convection during Dec-Jun, 

but shifts the ITCZ 
equatorward during Jul-Nov.

FA sensitizes the northeast Pacific ITCZ to equatorial SSTAs in Jul-Nov, seasonalizing

the Bjerknes feedback and synchronizing ENSO to the end of the calendar year.



Equatorial Pacific SSTAs (°C, 160yr)

OBS (ERSST.v4) FLOR FLOR-FA

SSTA amplitude/pattern/propagation vary from decade to decade in obs & simulations.  

FLOR SSTAs are too strong, frequent, and eastward-propagating, especially for cold events.  

FA gives weaker ENSO SSTAs, with more westward propagation and positive skewness.



Tropical Pacific annual mean biases: SST & rainfall

CM2.1 (2°atm) had the 
usual biases...  Cold at 

equator, warm near Peru; 
poleward-shifted ITCZs, 

equatorial dry bias,
double ITCZ.

SST biases strongly alter rainfall, amplifying intrinsic AGCM biases.

How do these biases affect the winds?

CM2.1 FLOR FLOR-FA

FLOR (0.5°atm) looks 
better – equatorial cold 

bias nearly gone! But still 
too wet; double ITCZ; 
southwest cold bias 

affects SPCZ.

Flux adjustment (FA) 
corrects the SST.  Shows 
that FLOR's SST biases 
worsen its precip biases.

AGCM still too wet.100yr mean biases from 1990-control simulations.

SST vs. OISST.v2 (1982-2016).  Rain vs. GPCP.v2.3 (1979-2016).

precip

SST

☺



SST/precip biases → wind stress biases → biases in ocean transports & shears.

How does this affect the equatorial thermocline?

FLOR 's trade winds are
too strong off-equator

relative to the equator...

FLOR FLOR-FA

Biases relative to ERA-Interim (1979-2014).

Surface wind stress biases: τx & cyclonicity

... giving too much cyclonic 
curl over the tropical Pacific.

FA removes these wind
stress biases (by design).

This strengthens the
Ekman suction off-equator, 

amplifies the poleward 
Sverdrup transport out
of the equatorial band,

and weakens the NECC.

cycl

τx

cycl = sgn(y)*curl(τ)



FLOR FLOR-FA

Equatorial subsurface temperature biases

Yet correcting the off-equatorial wind stress overly deepens FLOR-FA's thermocline.

(And this weak dT/dz affects ENSO.)  Highlights TIW / mixing issues.

FLOR's equatorial thermocline looks great!

(Slightly too flat, due to weak equatorial trade winds.)



FA has slightly
more growth from

residual terms

TIW
effect?

FA has less 
damping from 
surface flux

AM2.1 under-

estimate

FA weakens ENSO in FLOR, because
the deeper thermocline weakens the

vertical advective coupling between the 
equatorial thermocline & surface.

FA has much less 
growth from vertical 
terms (wmtp, wptm)

ENSO heat budget for the equatorial mixed layer
(top-50m anomalies averaged 160°E-90°W; lag-regressed onto NINO3 SSTA; °C/yr/°C)

(and ENSO would be even weaker, if it
weren't for the weaker damping...)

So FA gives us a weaker ENSO
for the wrong reasons!

GFDL
ocean 

reanalysis



Yun et al. (JGRA 2016)

CMIP5 models: Diverse El Niño SSTA evolutions



Seasonal SSTA timing and ENSO impacts

Lee et al. (GRL 2014; ERL 2016)

This significantly affects their impacts –

e.g. tornado outbreak frequency

over the United States.

Key archetypes of ENSO evolution

ENSO events show diverse

temporal behavior in boreal spring –

e.g. persisting, terminating early,

resurging, or transitioning.



Yun et al. (JGRA 2016)

CMIP5: SSTA EOF1 (transition vs. resurgence)

Fairly well simulated.  Relatively insensitive to CO
2

increase.



Yun et al. (JGRA 2016)

CMIP5: SSTA EOF2 (strength & spring persistence)

Harder to simulate.  More diverse sensitivities to CO
2

increase.



Harrison & Vecchi (1999)

Vecchi & Harrison (2003, 2006)

Lengaigne et al. (2006)

McGregor et al. (2012, 2013)

Abellán & McGregor (2016)

Abellán et al. (2017)

Seasonal southward wind shift

Helps terminate El Niño (especially strong ones), synchronize

ENSO to the annual cycle, and shorten EN relative to LN.

Underestimated by most CGCMs.
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Abellán & McGregor (2016)

Abellán et al. (2017)

Seasonal southward wind shift

Helps terminate El Niño (especially strong ones), synchronize

ENSO to the annual cycle, and shorten EN relative to LN.

Underestimated by most CGCMs.



This Session

- Model progress, biases, and ways forward (Wittenberg)

- Model evaluation, diagnostics, community efforts (Guilyardi)

- ENSO forecasts (L’Heureux, Mejía)

- Precursors & predictability (Larson, Newman)

- Model sensitivites (Bayr)

- Posters!


